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Abstract. The Swift Gamma-Ray Burst Explorer is a uniquely capable mission, with three
on-board instruments and rapid slewing capabilities. It serves as a fast-response satellite
observatory for everything from gravitational-wave counterpart searches to cometary science.
Swift averages 125 different observations per day, and is consistently over-subscribed, responding
to about one-hundred Target of Oportunity (ToO) requests per month from the general
astrophysics community, as well as co-pointing and follow-up agreements with many other
observatories. Since launch in 2004, the demands put on the spacecraft have grown consistently
in terms of number and type of targets as well as schedule complexity. To facilitate this growth,
various scheduling tools and helper technologies have been built by the Swift team to continue
improving the scientific yield of the Swift mission. However, these tools have been used only to
assist humans in exploring the local pareto surface and for fixing constraint violations. Because
of the computational complexity of the scheduling task, no automation tool has been able
to produce a plan of equal or higher quality than that produced by a well-trained human,
given the necessary time constraints. In this proceeding we formalize the Swift Scheduling
Problem as a dynamic fuzzy Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DF-CSP) and explore the global
solution space. We detail here several approaches towards achieving the goal of surpassing
human quality schedules using classical optimization and algorithmic techniques, as well as
machine learning and recurrent neural network (RNN) methods. We then briefly discuss the
increased scientific yield and benefit to the wider astrophysics community that would result
from the further development and adoption of these technologies.
1. Introduction
The scheduling of astronomical observations has been widely studied, for both space and ground
based observatories. While there now exist a large number of robotic ground based telescopes,
Swift was the first semi-autonomous satellite observatory. Fast slewing and autonomous slew
path determination and constraint checking were key design features of Swift to allow it to
achieve its mission goal of detecting, localizing, and rapidly settling on short Gamma-Ray-
Bursts (GRBs) before they fade [1]. Due to these capabilities, Swift was able to detect the
first short GRB afterglow, and Swift science was the major contributor to the contemporary
consensus that the progenitor of short GRBs are compact object mergers (NS-NS or NS-BH).
Swift is a panchromatic mission with three instruments: the Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope,
X-ray Telescope, and Burst Alert Telescope (UVOT, XRT, BAT) that are sensitive in the
ultraviolet/optical, soft/hard X-ray, and gamma-ray regimes, with an energy range (non-
continuous) spanning from 2 eV up to 500 KeV. Due to its multi-wavelength capabilities,
fast slewing, and rapid response time Swift has become an enormously popular observatory for
many different types of astronomical targets. While Swift is nominally a GRB mission, over
80% of observing time is now spent on non-GRB science targets. These include everything
from tracking and observing comets in the solar system, to exoplanet science, to high-energy
astrophysical sources at cosmological distances. Along with normal targets, Swift also engages
in large scale tiling campaigns, made possible by its rapid slewing and low re-pointing overhead.
Swift currently performs weekly tiling of the Small Magellanic Cloud [2] and Galactic Bulge [3],
as well as rapid-response tiling in response to astrophysical neutrino detections from ANTARES
[4] and IceCube [5] and gravitational wave triggers from the LIGO/VIRGO Collaboration [6].
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Figure 1: Amount of time awarded, in
megaseconds, through the Swift Target of
Opportunity (TOO) program, from 2010-2016.
Year Avg. # Obs./day
2005 74
2010 85
2016 112
Table 1: Average number of
observations-per-day over the life-
time of the mission. In 2017 there
were some days with > 400 individual
observations.
The unique capabilities of the spacecraft, and the ever evolving nature of Swift operations,
have put unique demands on the operations team. Along with, and because of, Swift ’s abilities, it
also has the most complex, dense, and dynamic observing schedules of any satellite observatory.
The complex scheduling goals (science targets) are accompanied by a host of very particular
constraints, both astronautical and scientific, that these schedules must meet (see [7] for an
example). In this proceeding we give a very brief overview of recent work performed with the
goal of automating the creation of these sets of observing commands called Pre-Planned Science
Timelines (PPSTs). Until now PPSTs have been built by (well trained) human Science Planners
who were found to have a better understanding and command of the myriad constraints, and
built markedly safer, more efficient, and higher quality PPSTs (with the assistance of a set
of visualization tools) than any automation software available. However, building a PPST for
one 24-hour period takes a human between 5-7 hours on average. In order to take maximal
advantage of Swift ’s fast-response capabilities, the goal is to build an automated system that
can build PPSTs at greater than human-level quality in under 30 minutes by using state-of-the-
art optimization and modeling techniques.
This will allow the Swift team to significantly increase the efficiency of the observatory and
take maximal advantage of its fast-response capabilities when responding to ToO requests, while
preserving as much pre-planned science as possible and maintaining spacecraft health and safety.
This work will have a particularly large impact on Swift ’s search for electromagnetic (EM)
counterparts to gravitational-wave triggers as in [6] and other rapid follow-up projects.
In section 2 we provide a precise formulation of the Swift Scheduling Problem (SSP), the
solution to which is a PPST. In section 3 we motivate our specific approach through the analysis
of large sets of simulated plans. In Section 4 we briefly motivate and outline some recent work on
constraint modeling. In Section 5 we conclude with next steps and the impact of implementation
of the proposed system. Detailed analysis and results regarding constraint modeling/satisfaction
will be reported elsewhere.
2. Formulation
We state the SSP as a dynamic fuzzy Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DF-CSP). We adopt
this approach as opposed to regular CSP because the SSP is over-constrained. That is, any
complete assignment of the CSP violates some constraint. The fuzzy CSP scheme allows us
to extend the problem to constraints that are not crisp; constraints are assigned satisfaction
degrees on the unit interval. We must also allow for new high priority ToO requests or transient
detections (GRBs, Galactic transients, etc.). In this case, computing a completely new solution
to the F-CSP is possible but has the distinct disadvantages of inefficiency and instability of the
successive solutions, as described in [8]. So we adopt the full DF-CSP framework as a method
of reusing the old solution when constraints are added or updated, by making local changes to
the relevant portion of the schedule.
In general, a CSP problem is defined by a set of variables X = {Xi}
n
i=1 that take values on
their associated finite domains D = {Di}
n
i=1 under a set of constraints C = {Ci}
r
i=1. We make it
fuzzy, following the formalization in [9], by constructing C as a set of fuzzy constraints Ri with
the membership function µRi indicating to what extent some label ν satisfies the Ri:
C =
{
R|µRi :
∏
xi∈var(Ri)
Di → [0, 1]
}
. (1)
So µRi(ν) gives the degree of satisfaction of the relevant constraint. The ability to treat crisp
constraints is preserved by the extreme cases of µR(ν) = 0 or 1. However, µRi gives only the
local degree of satisfaction; the degree to which the label ν satisfies the particular constraint. To
judge whether a given ν is a solution to the full DF-CSP we need a measure of global constraint
satisfaction:
α(ν) = ⊕
{
µR(νvar(R))|R ∈ C
}
(2)
where ⊕ is an aggregation operator on the unit interval. With α(ν) one can now define a solution
to the DF-CSP as a compound label νX for which α(νX) ≥ α0, where α0 is called the solution
threshold, which we determine based on need for optimality and run-time.
We also attach priorities p to each of the constraints, which allows some constraints to be
treated as more or less important than others. This allows one to be confident that, while
some fuzzy constraints can be violated, no label νX can be found as a solution which completely
violates the most important constraints. This property matches the real-world need to preserve
certain constraints that are critical to spacecraft health and safety. Adding priorities changes
the specific definitions given in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 slightly, a full formulation of the prioritized
F-CSP can be found in [9]. Either way, we have a formalization of our problem, and a clear
solution to aim for: a label νX whose global constraint satisfaction α(νX) passes the defined
threshold α0.
All of the constraints, and associated cost function modeling by which we motivate the choice
of priorities, can not be explicitly defined here, but we list most of the relevant hard and soft
constraints below, with the most difficult to manage in red:
Hard Constraints
• Slew resources capped.
• Slew path constraints.
• Passive maintenance of XRT temperature
between -55 C and -65 C.
• Reaction wheel momentum limit.
• Roll constrained by solar-panel pointing and
star tracker catalog.
Soft Constraints
• Maximize observing/slew time ratio.
• Maximize number of science targets
observed.
• Minimize # of UVOT filter wheel
rotations.
• Maximize time spent observing tar-
gets > 8 hours from the sun.
3. Approach
Of course, one desires a strictly optimal solution to the scheduling problem, but combinatorial
runtime is unacceptable: optimal scheduling for Swift is at least NP-hard. As the spacecraft
has no consumables, a sub-optimal (but still highly optimized) plan that satisfies the various
constraints and science priorities is acceptable. Early attempts set the solution threshold α0 quite
high. However, it was found that these extremely optimized plans were too fragile. That is, the
dynamic constraints were balanced so precisely that any disturbance (by ToO upload or GRB
detection) would often break a hard constraint. Based on an analysis of simulation results, the
author has good reason to believe that the effect of adding a constructed metric for ‘robustness’
of a PPST to the list of soft constraints will be similar to that of a ‘good-enough’ plan found by a
heuristic scheduler. To wit, we motivate here the use of a multi-strategy scheduling system that
is comprised of a heuristics-informed seed scheduler, guided by a generational genetic algorithm
[10] which performs a greedy search, a gap-filler using a heuristic-biased stochastic sampling
approach as in [11], and a final-pass constraint fixer based on the contention measure [12].
Large sets of planning simulations were performed for various planning periods over many
seasons to allow for diversity in the set of ephemerides. The results of these simulations confirmed
the experiential wisdom of the Planners, that there is “no one way to build a plan.” That is, it
was rigorously demonstrated that for any set of science targets that reasonably resembled the
historical distribution of priorities for a given planning period, there exist multiple unique tours
which fulfill the science priorities for the period, are safe for the spacecraft to perform (do not
violate any hard constraints), and are reasonably similar in optimization score (soft constraints).
Further it was shown that this holds for all relevant ephemerides, with a few marginal cases that
can generally be alleviated with the assistance of a heuristic long-range planner.
While multiple unique acceptable solution classes exist, they were found to share general
properties, with regard to target placement, that distinguish them from the majority of
unacceptable tours. These properties are highly dependent on the details of the ephemeris
for the given planning period. From the large simulation database, a set of meta-heuristics
were derived for various classes of ephemerides. These meta-heuristics can be used to determine
the appropriate scheduling strategy and partial search algorithm (local heuristic) for a given
planning period. Tests of this approach have shown that once localized in a ‘good’ regime of
the solution space by the meta-heuristic informed seed schedule, it is almost always possible to
quickly converge to an acceptable, and sometimes locally optimal, plan.
In the analysis of the large class of simulated tours, it was found that the success of a given
tour is significantly more dependent on the uncertainty in certain constraints than others. It
was further demonstrated that an increased understanding and better model of those constraints
can have outsize impacts on the success and optimization of a given PPST. In particular, the
rate of convergence to an optimized plan can be significantly hampered by getting ‘stuck’ in
unacceptable regions of the solution space because of an incomplete model of the momentum
constraint. As such, a renewed effort at better understanding some of the constraints is valuable.
A brief description of these efforts is given in Section 4.
4. Constraint modeling
In the course of investigating the solution space to the SSP, the critical constraint of preventing
the saturation of the gyroscopic momentum wheels was found to have both the highest
uncertainty in its modeling and the highest computational cost associated with that uncertainty.
This motivates the construction of a better model. Constraint modeling for Swift is almost
uniquely suited to a machine learning approach, as the spacecraft has performed > 350,000
individual observations so far in its mission. There is plenty of data to train on. In
the investigation of the momentum constraint, previously unknown secular phenomena were
discovered that make model building more difficult. However, over training periods of ∼ 10 days
a recurrent neural network (RNN) with 4 hidden layers and 50 nodes has shown promising
results. This work will continue and results will appear in a future publication.
5. Next steps and impact
In this proceeding we formalized the SSP and motivated a particular approach to its
solution; what remains is to finish building these planning algorithms into the Swift planning
infrastructure. The ability to quickly construct high quality PPSTs in response to new ToOs or
transient events will allow Swift to observe these targets in an optimal manner while minimizing
the impact on pre-planned science priorities. Further, it will reduce inefficiency, continuous
staffing needs, and pressure on members of the Swift Science Operations Team. Finally, these
operational improvements will significantly benefit multi-messenger and localization projects,
and ensure that Swift is able to maximally contribute to the new age of gravitational wave and
multi-messenger astronomy.
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